A Riesel number k is an odd positive integer such that k·2 n −1 is composite for all integers n ≥ 1. In 2003, Chen proved that there are infinitely many Riesel numbers of the form k r , when r ≡ 0, 4, 6, 8 (mod 12), and he conjectured that such Riesel powers exist for all positive integers r. In 2008, Filaseta, Finch and Kozek extended Chen's theorem slightly by constructing Riesel numbers of the form k 4 and k 6 . In this article, we extend these results further by proving that there exist infinitely many Riesel numbers of the form k r for any positive integer r that is coprime to 105.
Introduction
A Riesel number k is an odd positive integer with the property that k·2 n − 1 is composite for all natural numbers n. The smallest known Riesel number is 509203; indeed, H. Riesel [9] showed that if k ≡ 509203 (mod 11184810), then k is a Riesel number. It is believed that 509203 is the smallest Riesel number. As of this writing, there are 52 odd positive integers smaller that 509203 that are still candidates. See www.prothsearch.net/rieselprob. html for the most up-to-date information.
In 2003, Y.G. Chen [2] showed that there are perfect power Riesel numbers for certain powers. In particular, for values of r that are either odd or twice an odd number not divisible by 3, he constructed integers k such that k r ·2 n −1 is composite for all natural numbers n. Furthermore, Chen conjectured that there are Riesel numbers that are perfect rth powers for any positive integer r. In 2008, Filaseta, Finch and Kozek [5] provided further evidence for Chen's conjecture by proving for each n ∈ {4, 6} that there exists a set T n of positive density such that each element in T n is a Riesel number of the form k r with r ≡ 0 (mod n). In this paper, we extend these previous results by establishing the following theorem. Theorem 1.1. For any positive integer r with gcd(r, 105) = 1, there exist infinitely many odd positive integers k such that k r ·2 n −1 is composite for all integers n ≥ 1. Moreover, k r · 2 n − 1 has at least two distinct prime divisors for each value of n, when r ≥ 4.
Preliminaries
The following concept, due to Erdős [4] , is crucial to the proof of Theorem 1.1. Definition 2.1. A covering of the integers is a finite system of congruences x ≡ a i (mod m i ), where m i > 1, such that every integer n satisfies at least one of the congruences. For brevity of notation, we present a covering C as a set of ordered pairs (a i , m i ). We let L C denote the least common multiple of all the moduli m i occurring in C.
Quite often when a covering C is used to solve a problem, there is a set of prime numbers associated with C. In the situation occurring in this article, for each (a i , m i ) ∈ C, there exists a corresponding prime p i , such that 2 m i ≡ 1 (mod p i ), where 2 s ≡ 1 (mod p i ) for all positive integers s < m i . We call such a prime a primitive divisor of 2 m i − 1. In terms of group theory, a primitive divisor p of 2 m − 1, where m > 1 is an integer, is a prime such that in the group of units modulo p, which we denote (Z p ) * , the element 2 has order m. We denote the order of the integer z modulo a prime p as ord p (z).
A covering with certain restrictions on the moduli is used to establish Theorem 1.1. To build this covering, we can use a particular modulus m > 1 as many times as there are distinct primitive divisors of 2 m − 1. It is well known that 2 m − 1, with m > 1, has at least one primitive divisor as long as m = 6. This result is originally due to Bang [1] .
Two additional facts are needed here. The first result is due to Darmon and Granville [3].
Theorem 2.2 ([3]
). Let A, B and C be nonzero integers. Let p, q and r be positive integers for which Lemma 2.3. Given integers P > 0 and r ≥ 3, there is a positive integer Y := Y (P, r) such that if k is an odd integer with |k| > Y and n is a positive integer, then k r · 2 n − 1 has a prime factor that is greater than P .
Proof. Fix P and r as in the statement of the lemma. It suffices to show that there are only finitely many ordered pairs (k, n) with k odd such that
where the p i are all the distinct primes with p i ≤ P , and the f i are nonnegative integers. Suppose (1) holds with k odd. We put n = rn 1 + n 0 and f i = ru i + v i for each i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , t}, where n 1 , u 1 , u 2 , . . . u t ∈ Z and n 0 , v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v t ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . r − 1}. Then, we can rewrite (1) as
Observe that, for r ≥ 3, the sum of the reciprocals of the generalized Fermat equation
where A, B and C are nonzero integers, is < 1. Thus, by Theorem 2.2, (3) has only finitely many solutions in integers x, y and z, with gcd(x, y, z) = 1. In particular, we let A = p
n 0 and C = −1, and also suppose that z = 1. Then there are r t possibilities for A, depending on the v i , and r possibilities for B depending on n 0 . We deduce that there are only finitely many possibilities for p u 1 1 · · · p ut t and 2 n 1 k in (2) and, consequently, at most finitely many pairs (k, n) satisfying (1).
Remark 2.4. An argument similar to the proof of Lemma 2.3 can be used to show that, given integers P > 0 and r ≥ 2, there is a positive integer Y := Y (P, r) such that if k is an odd integer with |k| > Y and n is a positive integer, then |k r − 2 n | has a prime factor that is greater than P [5] .
3. The Proof of Theorem 1.1
To facilitate the building of a covering that can be used to establish Theorem 1.1, we prove and apply an extension of a group-theoretic result employed in [6] . Unlike the situation in [6] , this extension has the advantage of being independent of the residues in our covering.
Lemma 3.1. Let m, r > 1 be integers such that gcd(m, r) = 1. Let p be an odd prime with p ≡ 1 (mod m), and let v ∈ (Z p ) * . If m ≡ 0 (mod ord p (v)), then there exists u ∈ (Z p ) * such that v ≡ u r (mod p). In other words, v is an rth power modulo p.
Then the kernel of θ is precisely h ∈ H h r = 1 = {1}, since gcd(m, r) = 1. Hence, θ is an automorphism, and there exists u ∈ H such that v = θ(u) = u r .
The following corollary, which is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.1, is useful in our situation.
Corollary 3.2. Let m > 1 be an integer with m = 6, and let p be a primitive divisor of 2 m − 1. If r is an integer with gcd(m, r) = 1, then 2 is an rth power modulo p.
The Proof of Theorem 1.1
Let C be a covering and let P be the set of all primes associated to C. What we deduce from Corollary 3.2 is that, given (a i , m i ) ∈ C with corresponding prime p i ∈ P, and a positive integer r with gcd(m i , r) = 1, there exists u i ∈ (Z p i ) * , such that u r i ≡ 2 −a i (mod p i ). Thus, u r i · 2 n − 1 is divisible by p i whenever n ≡ a i (mod m i ). Therefore, Corollary 3.2 suggests that to maximize the density of the r-values "captured", we should build C in which the number of distinct prime divisors of L C is minimized. This is precisely our strategy. We build our covering C with L C = 297675 = 3 5 · 5 2 · 7 2 . To determine how many times a particular modulus can be used in our covering, we first refer to the tables at [7, 8, 10] . These tables contain primitive divisors for numbers of the form 2 m − 1, for certain values of m. If no information is given in these tables for a particular modulus m that we choose to use in our covering, then we simply use that particular modulus exactly one time since we are guaranteed to have at least one primitive divisor by Bang's theorem. Some of the prime divisors for 2 m − 1 are not explicitly listed in the tables at [7, 8, 10] , and since the primes that are actually listed are sometimes quite large, we refrain from providing them here. However, we do list below the congruences in our covering C, which was calculated using Magma and Maple. We point out that not every modulus m is used the maximum number of allowable times. For example, 2 1225 − 1 has nine primitive divisors, but we only use the modulus m = 1225 eight times since using it more times is redundant with the choice of residues in C. Indeed, the covering C is minimal in the sense that no proper subset of C is a covering. The covering C contains 93 congruences and is Next, for any fixed r with gcd(r, 105) = 1, we apply the Chinese remainder theorem to the set of congruences
to get infinitely many odd positive integers k in arithmetic progression, such that, for each integer n ≥ 1, we have that k r · 2 n − 1 is divisible by some prime in P. Since k r · 2 n − 1 > p i ∈ P for all i and n, the first part of the theorem is established.
By Lemma 2.3, with P equal to the largest element in P, we deduce, when r ≥ 4, that there exist infinitely many values of k in our arithmetic progression such that k r · 2 n − 1 has at least two distinct prime divisors, and the proof of the theorem is complete.
Comments and Conclusions
One of the first questions that comes to mind is: "Can we do better?". In that regard, the techniques used in this paper contain an inherent weakness. Obviously, we cannot create a covering C such that L C has no prime divisors. Thus, we will always have "holes" in the set of values of r we are able to achieve using a single covering. We could attempt to patch these holes using multiple coverings with different values of L C , but there will still be holes corresponding to the overlap of the missing values in each situation. For example, using the covering C given in the proof of Theorem 1.1, we have captured r = 22 but not r = 6. If we can find a second covering C that captures all values of r with gcd(r, 11) = 1, but not values of r ≡ 0 (mod 11), then from C alone we have captured r = 6 but not r = 22. Together, of course, we have captured both r = 6 and r = 22, but we still have not captured r = 66.
Aside from this drawback, it seems unlikely that we can achieve a better result using a single covering C = C. Here, "better" means that either L C is odd and has exactly two distinct prime divisors, or L C is odd and has exactly three distinct prime divisors other than 3, 5 and 7. One difficulty in constructing C arises from the lack of the availability of enough primitive divisors, since repeated moduli must be used to compensate for the restrictions on the divisors of the moduli. Although we cannot provide a proof, we conjecture, for example, that it is impossible to construct a covering C satisfying both of the following conditions:
• the only prime divisors of L C are 3 and 5
• each modulus m in C can be used as many times as there are primitive divisors of 2 m − 1. 
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